Signal analysis of slit-scan contour data.
As a method for the preselection of alarms in gynecological cell samples, the Battelle Cytophotometry Research Group uses the slit-scan technique to obtain various cell parameters, such as the N/C ratio and the relative DNA content, from fluorescently stained cells, which are aligned one-dimensionally in the tape system designed at Battelle. The system developed at Battelle Institute analyzes all signals that exceed the background noise. As the first step in processing the slit-scan data, several threshold levels permit the separation of various artifacts. In subsequent steps, the nuclear peak is recognized, the nuclear boundaries are calculated, and seven cell parameters are determined. For the alarm detection at present only one parameter, DNA fluorescence, is used for these determinations. Visual assignment of these data to definite objects on the tape makes it possible to obtain frequency distributions of: (a) all recorded objects within the sample on the tape; (b) all signals that are classified as cells; and (c) all types of objects that preferentially cause alarms.